Period-amplitude analysis of rat electroencephalogram: stage and diurnal variations and effects of suprachiasmatic nuclei lesions.
Period-amplitude analysis was used to measure the number of waves per unit time (wave incidence) and wave amplitude for 19 wavelength categories in the lateral cortical electroencephalogram (EEG) of five intact and four suprachiasmatic nuclei-lesioned rats during NREM sleep, waking, and paradoxical sleep (PS) over a period of 24 h. The analysis confirmed several parallels between rat electroencephalogram (EEG) and human EEG: The wave incidence and amplitude at all wavelengths are both practically indistinguishable between wake, PS, and NREM sleep onset. As NREM sleep EEG amplitude increases, slow wave incidence and amplitude increase. The incidence and amplitude of slow waves are greatest at the start of the diurnal NREM sleep period and lowest at its end. The pattern of diurnal variation of the NREM EEG may be modeled using two wave generators (sources of variation), one between 1 and 4 Hz, and the other between 5 and 16 Hz. The diurnal patterns for wake and PS are less clear, but both appear to require three generators, one below 3 Hz, one between 3.5 and 6 Hz, and one above 9 Hz. The EEG of suprachiasmatic nuclei-lesioned rats does not show any shift to longer wavelengths in NREM sleep. Wake, PS, and NREM EEG in these rats have a lower incidence and amplitude of slow waves than the corresponding stages in intact rats. One explanation is an inhibition of the slow wave generator as a result of the lesions.